The variational mode decomposition (VMD) method for signal decomposition is severely affected by the number of components of the VMD method. In order to determine the decomposition modal number, K, in the VMD method, a new center frequency method of the multi-threshold is proposed in this paper. Then, an improved VMD (MTCFVMD) algorithm based on the center frequency method of the multi-threshold is obtained to decompose the vibration signal into a series of intrinsic modal functions (IMFs). The Hilbert transformation is used to calculate the envelope signal of each IMF component, and the maximum frequency value of the power spectral density is obtained in order to effectively and accurately extract the fault characteristic frequency and realize the fault diagnosis. The rolling element vibration data of the motor bearing is used to test the effectiveness of proposed methods. The experiment results show that the center frequency method of the multi-threshold can effectively determine the number, K, of decomposed modes. The proposed fault diagnosis method based on MTCFVMD and Hilbert transformation can effectively and accurately extract the fault characteristic frequency, rotation frequency, and frequency doubling, and can obtain higher diagnostic accuracy.
Introduction
The motor is a widely used rotating mechanical equipment. The rolling bearing is the most important component in the motor. It plays the role of supporting the main shaft and transmitting torque. Its operating state directly affects the working state of the motor [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . According to statistics, when a rotating machine occurs fails, more than 30% of the faults are caused by bearings [6] [7] [8] . Due to the long-term repeated action of the contact stress with the working surface of the rolling bearing, bearing fatigue, cracks, indentation, and other faults can occur, which causes abnormal vibration of the motor, and results in abnormal operation of the motor, or even the whole machine can fail, thus causing a major accident [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, it is of great scientific significance and application value to effectively analyze and accurately diagnose motor bearing faults.
The vibration signal analysis method is a practical method for diagnosing rolling bearing faults. It can determine the rolling bearing fault by analyzing the vibration signal with rich information on the running state of the rolling bearing. In essence, it can obtain the oscillation frequency; that is, the fault characteristic frequency [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . According to the fault characteristic frequency, the fault type of rolling bearing can be judged. At present, common non-linear and non-stationary signal analysis methods mainly include short-time Fourier transform, wavelet transform, mathematical morphology, Hilbert-Huang transform, empirical mode decomposition (EMD), ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD), auto regression moving average method (ARMA), and so on . The EMD method and local mean decomposition (LMD) were proposed for adaptive signal decomposition [50] . The EMD method can adaptively decompose the signal from high frequency to low frequency according to the time scale characteristics of the signal, which are adaptive and multi-scale. However, if there is an abnormal event in the fault signal, modal aliasing in the decomposition process occurs and the EMD method is inefficient. In order to suppress the modal aliasing of the EMD method, the EEMD method was proposed to eliminate the noise of the original signal by adding random Gaussian white noise [51] [52] [53] . Zhou et al. [54] proposed a fault diagnosis method based on the EEMD method for rolling bearing, and the fault frequency was successfully extracted. However, the EEMD method only overcomes the modal aliasing phenomenon of the EMD method to a certain extent, and still has the problems of the modal aliasing phenomenon and low efficiency.
At present, there is much research being conducted on the faults of inner and outer rings of motor rolling bearings, and the proposed diagnosis methods have achieved good diagnosis results. However, few research has studied fault diagnosis of the rolling element of motor rolling bearings. Moreover, the characteristic frequency of the rolling bearing in the envelope analysis spectrum is regarded as the judgment basis for misdiagnosing the fault. Variational mode decomposition (VMD) [55] is a new adaptive signal processing method. It can determine the frequency center and band width of each component by iteratively searching for the optimal solution of the variational model in the process of obtaining the decomposition component. The frequency domain division of the signal and the effective separation of each component can be adaptively realized. Compared with the recursive "screening" modes of the EMD method and EEMD method, the VMD method transforms the signal into non-recursive and variational mode decomposition modes, which have a solid mathematical theoretical basis. It shows better noise robustness, and can effectively separate two pure harmonic signals with similar frequencies. However, when the VMD method decomposes the signal, the decomposition effect is seriously affected by the number of decomposition components [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . Some other methods have been proposed to realize signal analysis and fault diagnosis in recent years [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] .
Therefore, on the basis of studying the VMD method, a new center frequency method of the multi-threshold is proposed in order to determine the decomposition modal number, K, in the VMD method. Then, an improved VMD (MTCFVMD) algorithm based on the center frequency method of the multi-threshold is proposed to decompose the vibration signal into a series of intrinsic modal functions (IMFs). Then, the Hilbert transformation is used to calculate the envelope signal of each IMF component, and the maximum frequency value of the power spectral density is calculated, the fault characteristic frequency is obtained, and the fault diagnosis is realized. The rolling element vibration data of the motor bearing is used to test the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Variational Mode Decomposition
The VMD method is a completely non-recursive and adaptive signal processing method [81] . In the VMD method, the intrinsic mode function (IMF) is defined as an amplitude modulation-amplitude frequency signal, and its expression is described as follows:
where the phase, φ k (t), is a non-decreasing function, φ k (t) ≥ 0; the envelope, A k (t) ≥ 0, and the change of A k (t) and the instantaneous frequency, ω k (t) = φ k (t), are much slower than the phase, φ k (t).
In order to evaluate the band width of the modal, the following scheme is described as follows:
(1) For each modal function, u k (t), the Hilbert transform is used to obtain the unilateral spectrum of the analytic signal:
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(2) The exponential term, e jω k t , is added, the estimated center frequency adjusted, and each modal spectrum is transferred to the base band:
where ω k represents the center frequency.
The Gauss smoothing of the signal is demodulated. That is to say, the norm of the gradient, L 2 , estimates the band width:
where {u k } = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u K } and {ω k } = {ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω K } represent the K-modal function and the center frequency of each modal function.
To transform the constraint problem into an unconstrained problem, a quadratic penalty term and Lagrangian multiplier are introduced. The quadratic penalty term is used to guarantee the reconstruction accuracy of the signal. The Lagrangian multiplier is used to guarantee the strictness of the constraint. The augmented Lagrangian is described as follows:
where α represents a penalty term; λ represents a Lagrangian multiplier. The value of the modal function, u n+1 k , is described as follows:
The equidistance transformation of Parseval/Plancherel Fourier is used to transform Equation (6) into the frequency domain:
The ω in the first item is replaced by ω − ω k to obtain the following expression:
The conjugate symmetry of real signals is used to transform Equation (8) into the following expression:
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By conversion, the solution of the quadratic optimization problem can be obtained as follows: (4) and (5). Therefore, the updated expression, ω k , is described as follows:
Like the modal function, u k , the centre frequency, ω k , in the Fourier domain is optimized as follows:
The solution is given:
Improved VMD Method Based on the Center Frequency Method of the Multi-Threshold
Each IMF component is obtained by using the VMD method, in which the decomposition corresponds to a central frequency, c f , and the centre frequency of the obtained IMF component under each scale is distributed from low frequency to high frequency. A center frequency method of the multi-threshold is proposed to determine the model number, K, of the VMD method (MTCFVMD). On the basis of the center frequency, the multi-threshold of T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are set. The threshold, T 1 , is used to measure the difference between the maximum values of the central frequency under different scales and the maximum value of the center frequencies of all modes. For the central frequency method, it is known that the center frequency of the obtained IMF component under a certain scale is distributed from low frequency to high frequency. If the difference is greater than T 1 , it indicates that the maximum component of the central frequency in the original signal is not decomposed. The threshold, T 2 , is used to measure the difference between the value of the central frequency of the L − th IMF component and the value of the central frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component under the same decomposition scale, K (K = L). The VMD method can effectively decompose the two pure harmonic signals with a similar frequency, and the IMF components with a similar frequency are retained according to the threshold, T 2 . The threshold, T 3 , is used to measure the difference between the value of the central frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component and the value of the central frequency of the L − 2 − th IMF component under the same decomposition scale, K (K = L). The maximum value, K max , of the decomposition scale, K, is then set. The signal is decomposed under the decomposition scale, K = 1, 2, . . . , K max , in order to obtain the value and the maximum value of the center frequency of the corresponding modes, and the maximum value of the center frequency of all modes under different scales. If the difference between the maximum value of the modal center frequency and the maximum value of all modal center frequencies is less than T 1 under a certain scale, K, the difference between the value of the center frequency of the L − th IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component under the decomposition scale, K, is calculated (K = L). If there is K = K max and the difference value is less than the threshold, T 2 , c f I MF K > T 2 is judged. If not, the corresponding K is regarded as the optimal mode number of the VMD decomposition. If there is c f I MF K > T 2 , the maximum value of all modal center frequencies is recalculated. If the difference between the maximum value of the modal center frequency and the maximum value of all modal center frequencies is less than T 1 under a certain scale, K, the difference between the value of the center frequency of the L − th IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component under the decomposition scale, K, is calculated (K = L). If the difference value is less than the threshold, T 2 , the difference between the value of the center frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the L − 2 − th IMF component under the decomposition scale, K, is calculated (K = L). If the difference value is less than the threshold, T 3 , the value of K that meets the above conditions is regarded as the optimal mode number of the VMD decomposition method. The expressions of T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are described as follows:
The flow of the improved VMD decomposition method based on the center frequency method of the multi-threshold is shown in Figure 1 . The left half of the flow chart can determine the number of data modals of the inner and outer rings, and the right half can determine the number of data modals of the rolling element, indicating that the method has wide adaptability.
The implementation steps of the improved VMD method based on the center frequency method of the multi-threshold are described as follows:
Step 1.
Determine the maximum value, K max , of the decomposition scale.
Step 2.
The VMD method is used to decompose the original signal into a series of IMF components under different scales, I MF K (K = 1, 2, . . . , K max ). The center frequency value of each IMF component is calculated in order to obtain the set, c f I
Calculate the maximum value of the center frequency of the set, c f I MF K , under different scales, which is regarded as the c f _max I MF (K = 1, 2, . . . , K max ).
Step 4.
Calculate the maximum value of the center frequency of the set, c f _max I MF K , which is regarded as the c f _max I MF (K = 1, 2, . . . , K max ).
Step 5.
Set the threshold,
Calculate the difference between the maximum value of all modal center frequencies and the maximum value of the modal center frequency under the scale, K, which is regarded as ∆c f _max
Calculate the difference between the value of the center frequency of the L − th IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the
If there is ∆c f I MF K > T 2 , recalculate the maximum value of all modal center frequencies. Mark the value of the center frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component under the decomposition scale, K, as the maximum value of all modal center frequencies, c f _max I MF , and execute Step 9. If not, the corresponding K is the optimal modal number of the VMD decomposition method (K = L, K = 1, 2, . . . , K max ).
Step 9.
Recalculate the thresholds, T 1 = a * c f _max I MF (a = 8%) and T 2 = b * c f _max I MF (b = 15%), and set the threshold, T 3 = c * c f _max I MF (c = 50%); Step 10. Calculate the difference between the maximum value of all modal center frequencies and the maximum value of the modal center frequency under the scale, K, which is regarded as ∆c f _max
Step 11. If not, execute
Step 10,
Step 11. Calculate the difference between the value of the center frequency of the L − th IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component under
Step 12. If not, execute Step 10, K = K + 1(K = 1, 2, . . . , K max ).
Step 12. Calculate the difference between the value of the center frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the L − 2 − th IMF component under the decomposition scale, K, which is regarded as ∆2c
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The flow of the improved VMD decomposition method based on the center frequency method of the multi-threshold is shown in Figure 1 . The left half of the flow chart can determine the number of data modals of the inner and outer rings, and the right half can determine the number of data modals of the rolling element, indicating that the method has wide adaptability. The implementation steps of the improved VMD method based on the center frequency method of the multi-threshold are described as follows:
Step 1. Determine the maximum value, , of the decomposition scale.
Step 2. The VMD method is used to decompose the original signal into a series of IMF components under different scales, ( = 1,2, … , . The center frequency value of each IMF component is calculated in order to obtain the set, ( = 1,2, … , .
Step 3. Calculate the maximum value of the center frequency of the set, , under different scales, which is regarded as the _ ( = 1,2, … , . 
Fault Diagnosis Method of the Bearing Rolling Element
The improved VMD (MTCFVMD) algorithm and Hilbert transformation are introduced into the vibration signal of the motor bearing rolling element in order to propose a fault diagnosis method. The flow of the fault diagnosis method is shown in Figure 2 .
The improved VMD (MTCFVMD) algorithm and Hilbert transformation are introduced into the vibration signal of the motor bearing rolling element in order to propose a fault diagnosis method. The flow of the fault diagnosis method is shown in Figure 2 . 
Analysis of Vibration Signals of the Motor Bearing Rolling Element

Effectiveness Analysis of the Center Frequency Method of the Multi-Threshold
The motor bearing data came from the electrical engineering laboratory of Case Western Reserve University [82] . The deep groove ball bearing of 6205-2RS 6 JEM SKF[M1] (SKF company, Goteborg, Sweden) was used in this experiment. The experiment platform is shown in Figure 3 . It used electro-discharge technology to machine a single point of damage on the bearing. The fault diameter was 0.1778 mm, the rotating speed was 1797 r/min, the sampling frequency was 12 kHz, and the signal length was 2048 points. The bearing information of the 6205-2RS JEM SKF deep groove ball bearing is described in Table 1 . 
Analysis of Vibration Signals of the Motor Bearing Rolling Element
Effectiveness Analysis of the Center Frequency Method of the Multi-Threshold
The motor bearing data came from the electrical engineering laboratory of Case Western Reserve University [82] . The deep groove ball bearing of 6205-2RS 6 JEM SKF[M1] (SKF company, Goteborg, Sweden) was used in this experiment. The experiment platform is shown in Figure 3 . It used electrodischarge technology to machine a single point of damage on the bearing. The fault diameter was 0.1778 mm, the rotating speed was 1797 r/min, the sampling frequency was 12 kHz, and the signal length was 2048 points. The bearing information of the 6205-2RS JEM SKF deep groove ball bearing is described in Table 1 . The fault characteristic frequency of the outer ring, f o , inner ring, f i , and the rolling element, f b , can been calculated by the theoretical formula as follows:
where f r is the axis revolution frequency (Hz), z is the number of rolling elements, B d is the diameter of the rolling elements, P d is the pitch diameter of the rolling elements, and φ is the pressure angle of the rolling elements.
The theoretical calculation values of the fault characteristic frequency were calculated and are shown in Table 2 . The improved VMD decomposition method was used to decompose the fault signal of a motor bearing rolling element under no-load, and the center frequency of each IMF component under different scales is shown in Figure 6 .
The center frequency method of the multi-threshold was used to decompose the rolling element data in order to determine the modal number of the VMD decomposition. When K = 2, 3, 4, 5, the difference between the maximum value of the center frequency value of the corresponding mode under different scales and the maximum value of the center frequency of all modes is less than T 1 (∆c f _max I MF K ≤ T 1 ), which is not met. When there is K = 6, 7, the difference between the value of the center frequency of the L − th IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the L − 1 − th IMF component under the decomposition scale, K (K = L), is less than or equal to T 2 (∆c f I MF K ≤ T 2 ), which is not met, so the maximum value of all modal center frequencies was recalculated. It can be seen from Figure 3 that when K = 7, the center frequency of the seventh IMF component obtains the maximum value of all modal center frequencies, so the center frequency of the sixth IMF component is determined as the maximum value of all modal center frequencies, and the threshold was recalculated T 1 = a * c f _max I MF (a = 8%), T 2 = b * c f _max I MF (b = 15%), and the threshold set to T 3 = c * c f _max I MF . When K = 2, the difference between the maximum value of the center frequency value of the corresponding modes under different scales and the maximum value of the center frequency of all modes is less than or equal to T 2 (∆1c f I MF K ≤ T 2 ), which is not met. When K = 3, the difference between the center frequency of the L − th IMF component and the L − 1 − th IMF component (K = L) under the scale is less than or equal to T 3 (∆2c f I MF K ≤ T 3 ), which is not met. When K = 4, the condition of judgment is met at the same time, so K = 4 is the optimal modal number of VMD decomposition. Compared with the central frequency method, it can be seen that in the modals determined by the two methods, the number of decomposition modes is too large when K = 6, which results in false components and interference judgment, so K = 4 is better than K = 6.
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The time domain waveform and frequency domain waveform of the motor bearing rolling element fault signal under no-load are shown in Figures 4 and 5 . The improved VMD decomposition method was used to decompose the fault signal of a motor bearing rolling element under no-load, and the center frequency of each IMF component under different scales is shown in Figure 6 .
The center frequency method of the multi-threshold was used to decompose the rolling element data in order to determine the modal number of the VMD decomposition. When K = 2, 3, 4, 5, the difference between the maximum value of the center frequency value of the corresponding mode under different scales and the maximum value of the center frequency of all modes is less than (∆ _ ≤ ), which is not met. When there is = 6,7, the difference between the value of the center frequency of the − ℎ IMF component and the value of the center frequency of the − 1 − ℎ IMF component under the decomposition scale, K ( = ), is less than or equal to (∆ ≤ ), which is not met, so the maximum value of all modal center frequencies was recalculated. It can be seen from Figure 3 that when K = 7, the center frequency of the seventh IMF component obtains the maximum value of all modal center frequencies, so the center frequency of the sixth IMF component is determined as the maximum value of all modal center frequencies, and the threshold was recalculated = * _ ( = 8%)， = * _ ( = 15%), and the threshold set to = * _ . When K = 2, the difference between the maximum value of the center frequency value of the corresponding modes under different scales and the maximum value of the center frequency of all modes is less than or equal to (∆1 ≤ ), which is not met.
When K = 3, the difference between the center frequency of the − ℎ IMF component and the − 1 − ℎ IMF component (K = L) under the scale is less than or equal to (∆2 ≤ ), which is not met. When K = 4, the condition of judgment is met at the same time, so K = 4 is the optimal modal number of VMD decomposition. Compared with the central frequency method, it can be seen that in the modals determined by the two methods, the number of decomposition modes is too large when K = 6, which results in false components and interference judgment, so K = 4 is better than K = 6. 
Feature Extraction Based on the Hilbert Transform
The power spectrum represents the relationship between signal power and frequency, that is, the distribution of signal power in the frequency domain. In this paper, the Hilbert transform was used to solve the envelope signal of each IMF component, then the power spectrum of the envelope signal was solved, and the frequency value with the largest power spectral density is marked in the figure, which was used to represent the fault characteristic frequency, rotating frequency, and frequency multiplication of the signal extracted by power spectrum analysis. The fault characteristic frequency of the motor bearing rolling element was 141.0751 Hz. The optimal modal number, K = 4, 
The power spectrum represents the relationship between signal power and frequency, that is, the distribution of signal power in the frequency domain. In this paper, the Hilbert transform was used to solve the envelope signal of each IMF component, then the power spectrum of the envelope signal was solved, and the frequency value with the largest power spectral density is marked in the figure, which was used to represent the fault characteristic frequency, rotating frequency, and frequency multiplication of the signal extracted by power spectrum analysis. The fault characteristic frequency of the motor bearing rolling element was 141.0751 Hz. The optimal modal number, K = 4, was determined according to the center frequency method of the multi-threshold. In order to verify the validity of the optimal modal number, for the motor bearing rolling element data, the power spectrum frequency values of each IMF component under K = 3, 4, and 5 are shown in Table 3 . As can be seen from 52 .7344 Hz represents the difference between the rolling element fault characteristic frequency and the frequency tripling of the rotating frequency. When k = 4, the four IMF components can obtain the rotating frequency, the rotating frequency of five times, the rolling element fault characteristic frequency, and the rolling element fault characteristic frequency of 1/2. When k = 3, the rotating frequency cannot be extracted. When k = 5, the rolling element fault characteristic frequency cannot be extracted. Therefore, k = 4 was determined as the optimal modal number of the VMD method for the rolling element data, and the power spectrum of the corresponding IMF component is shown in Figure 7 . When k = 4, the four IMF components can obtain the rotating frequency, the rotating frequency of five times, the rolling element fault characteristic frequency, and the rolling element fault characteristic frequency of 1/2. When k = 3, the rotating frequency cannot be extracted. When k = 5, the rolling element fault characteristic frequency cannot be extracted. Therefore, k = 4 was determined as the optimal modal number of the VMD method for the rolling element data, and the power spectrum of the corresponding IMF component is shown in Figure 7 . From the experimental results, it is proven that the validity of K is the optimal modal number of the VMD decomposition determined by the center frequency the of multi-threshold by solving the power spectrum in this paper.
Comparative Analysis of Different Methods
In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved VMD algorithm, the improved VMD algorithm was compared with the EMD and EEMD methods. The vibration signals of the motor bearing rolling element were decomposed by the improved VMD method, EMD method, and EEMD method, respectively, and the power spectrum of the IMF component was obtained. The effectiveness of the improved VMD method was proven by analyzing the effective frequency components of the From the experimental results, it is proven that the validity of K is the optimal modal number of the VMD decomposition determined by the center frequency the of multi-threshold by solving the power spectrum in this paper.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved VMD algorithm, the improved VMD algorithm was compared with the EMD and EEMD methods. The vibration signals of the motor bearing rolling element were decomposed by the improved VMD method, EMD method, and EEMD method, respectively, and the power spectrum of the IMF component was obtained. The effectiveness of the improved VMD method was proven by analyzing the effective frequency components of the power spectrum. The EMD method and the EEMD method were used, and when k = 4, the IMF components by the MTCFVMD method for the motor bearing rolling element fault data were obtained and the envelope signal of each IMF component was obtained by the Hilbert transform. The frequency value of the power spectrum of the envelope signal is shown in Table 4 . As can be seen from Table 4 that the number of effective frequencies obtained by solving the power spectrum of the IMF component decomposed by the EEMD method is more than that of the EMD method. Therefore, the decomposition effect of the EEMD method is better than the EMD method. Compared with the MTCFVMD method, the number of IMF components obtained by the MTCFVMD method is less than the EMD method and the EEMD method, and each modal can extract the effective frequency value. There were some invalid frequency values in the modes of the EMD method and the EEMD decomposition, so the decomposition effect of the MTCFVMD method is better than the EMD method and the EEMD method.
By comparing and analyzing the improved VMD method, it can be seen that the number of decomposition modals of the MTCFVMD method is less than that of the EMD and EEMD methods, which greatly reduces the running time. According to the power spectrum analysis, each IMF component obtained by the MTCFVMD method can extract effective frequency values, and some IMF components obtained by the EMD method and EEMD method cannot extract effective frequency values. It shows that the MTCFVMD method can effectively decompose the original signal, which proves the effectiveness and superiority of the MTCFVMD method.
Conclusions
The fault diagnosis method based on the VMD method with the center frequency method of the double threshold is used for the bearing inner and outer rings of a motor, however, this method contains difficulties when applying it to the rolling element of motor bearings. In this paper, a center frequency method of the multi-threshold was proposed to realize the adaptive determination of the modal decomposition number of the VMD method. Then, the envelope signal of each IMF component was obtained by the Hilbert transform, and the maximum frequency value of the power spectral density was obtained, which was used to obtain the fault characteristic frequency of the rolling element of the motor bearing. The rolling element vibration data of the rolling bearing of the motor was used to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. The experiment results showed that the center frequency method of the multi-threshold can effectively determine the number of decomposition components for the VMD method. Furthermore, it showed a higher decomposition accuracy and efficiency. At the same time, the fault diagnosis method based on the MTCFVMD method and Hilbert transformation can effectively and accurately extract the fault characteristics of the rolling element of a rolling bearing. Additionally, the extraction effect of the MTCFVMD method was better than those of the EMD method and the EEMD method. 
